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Chapter 37

Lin Ran smiled, his brow couldn’t help but frown, even if this fellow in

front of him saw that he was dressed in dirt and didn’t want to receive
him, it was a bit too much to say that it was junk without even looking at
it when he wanted to sell something.

“Where is your boss, call out your boss.”

Lin Ran said in a cold voice.

“Boss? You’re worthy of seeing our boss?”

The mate was surprised and looked at Lin Ran and sneered.

“Kid, if you have nothing better to do, go around the roadside, don’t
fucking bluff me, I’ve been working here for many years, what kind of
customers have I seen, just your poor face, what kind of good stuff can
you produce.”

Lin Ran laughed at the unkindness of the mate’s words.

“You keep saying I don’t have anything good, but if I bring out
something good, what will I say?”

Lin Ran was intrigued.

The mate sneered disdainfully as he listened.

“If you can come up with something good, I’ll pluck out my eyeballs and
give you a ball to kick.”



“What’s a ball?”

As the two men spoke, a low voice came out from inside.

He saw the visitor, dressed in a Tang suit, holding two beads that looked
like white jade in his hands, playing with them continuously.

“Ah Kui, who is this?”

Gu Read Ming looked at Lin Ran and asked.

“Uncle Ming, this man wants to come and sell something, look at his
tattered bracelet, the top layer is corroded and pitted, I said he didn’t
have anything good, and he didn’t like it.”

Ah Kui laughed helplessly.

But Gu read Ming’s brow furrowed slightly as he gently took the bracelet
and carefully examined it.

“Uncle Ming, how about this, it’s rubbish, isn’t it? It’s not even a stall

item.”

Ah Kui laughed smugly, having followed Uncle Ming for two or three

years, he thought he had some eyesight, the bracelet in front of him was

ordinary in texture and muddy in colour, it was really the trash of trash.

“Shut up!”

Gu Read Ming suddenly said in a cold voice.

“Ming… Uncle Ming?”



Ah Kui froze at the sound, and Gu Readming ignored him, turning to
look at Lin Ran and smiling.

“Little brother, dare I ask, how did you get this thing?”

“I bought it from the ground stall ten minutes ago.”

Lin Ran didn’t hide it, he had this strength, so he naturally had to show it,
it might even help in the future.

“Little brother has good eyesight, to be able to buy this is simply
superb!”

Gu Read Ming couldn’t help but exclaim, as Ah Kui looked bewildered
and couldn’t help but speak up.

“Uncle Ming, this thing is obviously rubbish, a rag that no one would
pick up if it was thrown on the street, how come it’s still absolute? Could

it be that this kid has a problem with his eyes too?”

“Shut up, you stupid bastard!”

Gu Read Ming couldn’t help but open his mouth and scolded.

“Uncle Ming?”

Ah Kui was puzzled and looked at Lin Ran, this kid in front of him didn’t

look like a master with good things in his eyes, but Uncle Ming …..

“Thanks to the fact that you’ve been working for me for so many years,
your eyes have immediately fed the dogs.”

Gu read Ming chided, and then pointed to the jade bracelet and said.



“This bracelet, although the whole body is rough and has serious
corrosion marks, but as long as a real expert insider, can find its fishy.”

“Fishy? What’s fishy?”

Ah Kui was puzzled as Gu Read Ming returned the bracelet to Lin Ran
and laughed.

“Little brother, it’s better for you to do this kind of unveiling, after all,
it’s still yours now.”

“Fine.”

Lin Ran smiled indifferently and immediately copied the jade bracelet
and smashed it towards the wooden table with a “pop”.

“You …. You… What are you doing!”

Ah Kui’s face immediately changed, but the next moment he froze.

The jade bracelet smashed on the table, followed by a “bang” and
shattered, but soon the crowd realized that it was not the bracelet that
shattered, but the layer outside the bracelet.

The layer was like a layer of plaster attached to the surface of the jade
bracelet, and when Lin Ran smashed it, it shattered, revealing what was
inside.

It was still a bracelet, but it was rounded and crystalline in its whiteness,
and could simply be described as flawless white jade.

And the bracelet was extremely transparent, and upon closer inspection
one could also notice the watery seeds inside, Huma was a precious jade
bracelet worth a great deal of money.



“This ….. This is ice marrow! The last time I saw an ice marrow jade

bracelet that was a full circle smaller than this one, it was sold for 30
million dollars…!”

Gu Readming’s entire body trembled as he hurriedly looked at Lin Ran
and said.

“Little brother, this bracelet must be sold to me, Gu Yuzhai, just name
the price.”

At the side, Ah Kui no longer dared to speak, he had heard about the ice
marrow jade bracelet, and since Gu Yuming had just said the
approximate value, how could he not know how much trouble he had

caused, then he could really rest his head.

“Luckily, luckily this kid didn’t leave, otherwise I’m afraid I wouldn’t

have kept my job!”

Ah Kui had a pang of fear in his heart, and at the same time, he also
regretted a bit, how he had just dog-eared people, this is good, hitting his
face is all a small matter.

If people were to bite on this, I’m afraid his job would really be in

jeopardy.

Lin Ran ignored Ah Kui and looked at Gu Read Ming and smiled, “Make
your bid, when I’ll bid straight away.”

Lin Ran didn’t have an accurate judgement on the value of such things,
and even if he did, the number of people he knew who could afford such

things was limited, so being able to sell it directly to Gu Yuzhai was
actually a good option.



“This bracelet, I’ll bid sixty million!”

Gu Readming spoke up.

“Yes!”

Lin Ran didn’t even think about it and agreed directly, 60 million was

already an astronomical amount for him, as for how much money he lost,
he didn’t care, anyway, there were still plenty of opportunities in the
future as the craft was in his possession.

After collecting the cheque, Lin Ran was ready to leave, but at that
moment, a cheerful voice came from the door.

“Boss Gu, what a coincidence, I brought a friend over to sell something
today, I didn’t expect you to be in the shop, come and have a look.”

Lin Ran looked over.

The person who spoke was a middle-aged man around thirty years old,
he was slim, his hair was tied back in a long way, a Tang suit was all
ground floor goods, and Gu Read Ming was immediately distinguishable
from the real thing.

“Brother Qi, today is really a coincidence.”

Look down to the person, Gu read Ming smiled and went forward.

Brother Qi, whose real name was Qimu, was a jianghu gangster, but he
mainly worked in a trade that relied on his craft to make a living, usually
picking out literary objects for the children of rich families to make a
living.



Occasionally, he also takes on some work, such as bringing a
peasant-looking man here now to sell things, which is one of his side
jobs.

Every time a deal was made, Gu Read Ming would give him a portion of

the rebate, but of course, the higher the profit the higher the rebate would
naturally be, and here we are talking about profit, not price.

“Boss Gu, this is a distant relative of mine, named Gui, who is here to
sell an ancestral item of his family.

The odd-mouthed language laughed, and his eyes actually barley blinked,
as if signalling to Gu Readming again.

“Yes!”

Gu read Ming agreed very simply.

Gui giggled at this and instantly took the item out and placed it on the
table.

Lin Ran was curious at this point, so he followed him over and looked at

it from afar.

He saw that the object Gui had taken out was actually a piece of porcelain
similar to a jar.

And before he could take a closer look, the true qi within Lin Ran’s body
was triggered.

“This thing, it seems, is no ordinary object either!”

Lin Ran said to himself in his mind.



Chapter 38

Lin Ran just happened to be at the same angle, practicing the Xuan Yang
Pharmacopoeia method, Lin Ran’s six senses are exceptionally sharp, at
this time, the distance of two to three meters is no problem at all.

The porcelain vase was only thirty centimetres high, and its entire body
was somewhat blackened, but the pattern carvings on it were still very
clear, with dragons flying and phoenixes dancing, and auspicious clouds,
Lin Ran only took a cursory glance and recognised that this was
definitely an ancient object, and most likely an ancient imperial palace
item.

“This thing, if I’m not mistaken, should be an ancient palace utensil,
scientifically known as a night pot!”

“Sensei, whatever it is, boss, just make an offer, how much can you sell

it for!”

Gui was a rough man and asked directly.

“Ah Gui, don’t be in a hurry, Boss Gu is known to be a truthful person,
he won’t cheat you, and the price he offers will definitely satisfy you.”

Kee Mew language laughed at the side, but his eyes were giving hints to
Gu Read Ming from time to time.

Gu read Ming, smiled, said.

“You have something, although the dynasty is long, but the preservation
is too careless, you look at the pattern as well as many places have
deposits, this is permanent damage, repair can not be repaired.”



This is permanent damage that cannot be repaired.” said Gu Readming,
revealing a look of dissatisfaction, and Gui looked a little anxious.

“Boss Gu, just tell me honestly how much this thing can be sold for.”

“This way, for the sake of Old Qi, how about I give you ten thousand?”

Gu Readming said, and Lin Ran smiled at the sound of it.

Although this pottery jar was not of good character, it was of a long age,
and the damage to its appearance could be repaired. Moreover, this
pottery jar was certainly of extraordinary origin, and it could vaguely
evoke his true qi, so it should obviously have been used by a powerful
person in ancient times, not an emperor but at least a chancellor minister.

It was obvious that it had been used by a powerful person in ancient
times.

When he saw this, he already understood in his heart that this Gu Ming
and Qimei had obviously colluded, and that Qimei had introduced people
to him, and Gu Ming had taken the opportunity to press the price, so that
when the time came, the profit would naturally be high, and both of them
could make a fortune.

“10,000, that’s a bit low, it costs 100,000 for a daughter-in-law in our

area.

A Gui was a bit dissatisfied, his children were waiting for a wife and his
family was penniless, not to say sell it for 100,000, at least buy 30 or

40,000, his pressure would be less.

Gu Read Ming looked embarrassed, Qimu language saw the situation

patted A Gui’s shoulder, for did.



“A Gui old brother, you can find brother, that means you trust brother,
brother other than that, I will find boss Gu to give you another increase,
do you think it is okay?”

“Thank you so much old brother Qi.”

A Gui was overjoyed at his words, he was a crop farmer who had lived in
the mountains for generations, so he didn’t know these ways of the

outside world, he just wanted to sell more money so that he could get his
children a wife.

After a few moments, Gu said with a difficult face.

“Well, seeing as Old Qi introduced us here, we are also considered
friends, so how about adding another 10,000, 20,000?”

“Twenty thousand?”

A Gui’s face was a bit ugly, this was only an increase of 10,000 yuan

after all the good talk, which was still a bit different from what he

expected in his mind.

“Ah Gui, things depend on their value, this ancestral thing of yours,
which is exposed to the wind and sun every day, is still good enough to
be sold for 20,000 now, don’t you think so?”

Kee Mew spoke patting him on the shoulder and laughing.

Gui also knew that he might be asking too much, but he was anxious as
his children at home were waiting for a wife.

Just as he was about to open his mouth to say yes, a voice suddenly came
through.



“Uncle, this thing of yours, how about selling it to me for one hundred

thousand?”

“One hundred ….. One hundred thousand.”

Hearing this price, Ah Kui was instantly stunned, then hurriedly looked at
Lin Ran and smiled.

“Yes, yes lad, sell it to you, sell it to you!”

One hundred thousand yuan, that was enough to cover the entire cost of
his child’s marriage to his daughter-in-law, and with this hundred
thousand yuan, a big illness in his heart was finally put aside.

“Okay, we’ll go and get the money now.”

Lin Ran took the things from Gui’s hand and was about to go out, when
Qimuzhang immediately shouted coldly.

“Stop, who are you? Don’t you know the rules of this business? How

dare you play this kind of halfway house!”

When Gu Readming saw Lin Ran at this moment, he couldn’t help but
slap his forehead, how could he forget about this little ancestor, he could
buy an ice marrow jade bracelet from a ground stall, I’m afraid this eye is

higher than his own, how could he forget about him.

“You’re mistaken, I’m not in your line of work, so what I do is my
business, it has nothing to do with you.”

Ling Ran laughed blandly.



Ah Gui was already impatient at this point, pulling Lin Ran and
constantly urging him on, afraid that he would backtrack.

“Ah Gui, you’re the one I brought in!”

Qimue said with a grim face, looking at A Gui.

However, Gui was unconcerned and said.

“Old Qi, just stop it, the big deal is that I will share five thousand with
you after selling it for one hundred thousand, my son is waiting for the
money for his wedding.”

In A Gui’s heart, nothing was more important than his son’s wedding,
with the 100,000, he could save himself a lot of trouble, which was
heaven compared to the relationship with Qi Muyu.

“Stand still!”

Qimei Language was somewhat moved with anger, the customer he had
managed to pull in was actually cheapened by a kid like this, how could

he be willing to give up.

“Boss Gu, are you just going to watch like this?”

The oddly eyed language looked towards Gu Readming.

Gu Readming didn’t want to offend Lin Ran, this guy had just sold
himself a big piece, maybe he could still cooperate in the future, and this
kid was dressed in rags, but his hand was good, so who could guarantee
his background in general.



“That, Lao Qi, right, or sell me a favor, let A Gui decide this thing

himself.”

Gu Read Ming said.

Qi Muyu smiled that look on his face and looked at Lin Ran and said
coldly.

“Let him have it? He’s nothing, he was still playing in the mud when I
was out!”

Said Qimu Language and walked towards Lin Ran, while sneering.

“Kid, if you don’t want to die, get the hell out of my way!”

With that, his hand was about to go to Lin Ran’s shoulder, but Lin Ran
was quick with his eyes and his palm directly reached out and grabbed
his palm, before flipping it upwards, immediately causing him to kneel

down in pain.

“You… You you, you dare to hit me? You don’t want to live!”

The odd-eyed language roared.

“Business is business, don’t move your hands.”

Lin Ran didn’t care, his voice flat.

With a whirl of his palm, he directly threw Qimu Language to the side,
too pained to come over.

Lin Ran then left Gu Yu Zhai with A Gui, found a bank nearby, withdrew
200,000 cash, and then transferred the rest all into his own bank card.



Now that he had tens of millions of dollars, he couldn’t help but feel a
little bit more confident.

“Hey, little brother Lin Ran, you gave the wrong amount of money, why
is there an extra 50,000?”

Gui asked as he counted the money, saying that he had agreed on
100,000, but Lin Ran had given him 150,000.
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